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=========== An educational and entertaining typing game for children and grown-ups, that improves their writing speed and
attention and provides a fun typing experience, using penguins and fishes to collect stars. X-TuxType is a fun educational typing
game for children and adults that is designed to improve their typing speed and accuracy while having a blast. The app comes
with two distinct games that will teach you the basics of typing the words right, while challenging you to beat your opponents as
they type the items in the correct order. Besides the typing game, X-TuxType also includes a wide variety of useful features,
such as a built-in dictionary and spell checker. Customize the Categories with Words and Phrases X-TuxType allows you to
freely customize the categories that will contain the words for the typing games. The games are divided into different categories,
such as ‘alphabet’, ‘animals’, ‘art’, ‘colors’, ‘fish’, ‘fruit’, ‘friends’, ‘numbers’, ‘stars’ and ‘weather’, so the children can start learning
the alphabet right from the beginning. You can choose the categories, and then fill them with words and phrases that you want to
learn. You can also select the words and phrases that will appear on the display, and you can easily change their layout by
changing their order in the list. You can also create your own category of words and phrases. Just click on the word/phrase that
you want to add, and select the new category from the list. Look up words and phrases from the built-in dictionary When you
type a word that you’re unable to find, the app will show you a list of words and phrases in the built-in dictionary, so you can use
one of them to fill the empty space. As you progress, the app will also show the correct word when you press the space bar.
Learn to type the words with the penguin The typing game is divided into two levels. When you correctly type a word, the
penguin will move, and you can collect as many fishes as you can to earn more stars. As the penguin is moving, you have a
limited number of time to correctly type the word. If you miss, the penguin will fly away, and you lose the game. You can

X-TuxType 

X-TuxType Cracked 2022 Latest Version is an educational and entertaining program that comes bundled with a broad collection
of words that are used in fun typing games, where each correctly written item awards the penguin at the bottom with fishes. It
also features several lessons that can improve the typing and attention skills. The advantages of being a portable app As the
utility comes packed with all the necessary elements into an archive and doesn’t require a setup to work, it can be dropped on a
thumb disk, and launched from any location. In addition, it doesn’t take much space on the drive, nor leaves traces after it’s been
deleted. It’s wrapped in a kids-friendly interface with a simple menu and full-screen mode. The background music accompanies
you while you discover each offered option. The layout language can be easily changed from the options. The games and lessons
are neatly divided into separate menus. Customize the categories with terms and phrases If you want to enter new words to the
database, you can do that from the Options menu, where several default categories are shown, like alphabet, animals, astronomy,
fruit or numbers. Every group may be filled with custom words or phrases. It’s best to start with the lessons if you’re not a good
taper?? to improve your speed, as well as test the correlation between your eyes and fingers, and the distributive attention. Catch
fishes and destroy falling comets by typing the words right The app comes with two distinct games, fish cascade, and comet zap.
The purpose of the first game is to  write the displayed terms as fast as you can until the number of eaten fishes reaches zero.
Then the next level is brought up. The second one operates on the same principles, only here, each correct letter is zapped by a
laser. You don’t have to worry about the fishes, as the penguin automatically runs after them. All in all The bottom line is that X-
TuxType is a fun and enjoyable program designed for both children and adults alike, to improve their writing speed and
accuracy while having a blast. During our testing, the program didn’t consume too many resources, nor displayed any errors.
Recently Updated 13,000+ Downloads Instructions X-TuxType is an educational and entertaining program that comes bundled
with a broad collection of words that are used in fun typing games, where each correctly written item 1d6a3396d6
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X-TuxType 

* - Easy to use interface * - Animated instructional lessons * - Each game or lesson teaches correct spelling * - Various
customizable categories with a few words * - Speed games * - Mobile typing practice for kids and adults * - No installation
required Key Features - Each game has different goals - Game 1: Catch the fish - Game 2: Destroy the comet - Two programs *
- Learn to write fun and enjoyable words * - Learn to type at the speed of lightning * - Learn in a fun way * - Learn to spell
words and familiarize your fingers with the keypad * - Learn to type in English, Spanish and Russian * - Animated lessons * -
See how fast you type * - Learn the basics of typing and learn spelling * - Learn how to type without error * - Supports tablet
and phone screens * - Change the language and layout language * - See the results and how you’re doing * - Check your progress
and follow your statistics * - Save game data * - Adjustable speed * - Customize the categories with words and phrases * -
Variety of different lessons * - No installation required * - Full-screen mode * - Compatible with smartphones and tablets * - A
wide collection of vocabulary to play with * - Test the relationship between the eyes and fingers * - Improve your typing and
attention skills * - Comes with a comprehensive manual Technical Details * - Java programming * - Compatible with Windows
XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, and Windows 10 * - Developed by QualicaSoft Software * - Published by
QualicaSoft Software * - Languages: English, Spanish and Russian * - Available on Google Play (Android) and App Store (iOS)
Enjoy. Follow us on Facebook and Twitter. Find more games and apps in the website: QualicaSoft Software QualicaSoft
Software Facebook: Twitter: Google Plus: Download links: Google Play:

What's New In X-TuxType?

✓ Point-and-click game-based teaching language trainer for the kids to practice English grammar. ✓ 500+ fun games for kids
and adult, covering all major English grammar rules. ✓ 10+ practical English lessons to improve your English skills. ✓
Customizable: You can create your own new words for vocabulary learning, and share them with your friends. ✓ Just the right
amount of fun for kids. Free for kids to learn the English grammar. We are always looking for beta testers. If you are interested
please email us at beta@micromine.com The latest version of TuxType is just a small step forward towards world domination.
X-TuxType is an educational and entertaining program that comes bundled with a broad collection of words that are used in fun
typing games, where each correctly written item awards the penguin at the bottom with fishes. It also features several lessons
that can improve the typing and attention skills. The advantages of being a portable app As the utility comes packed with all the
necessary elements into an archive and doesn’t require a setup to work, it can be dropped on a thumb disk, and launched from
any location. In addition, it doesn’t take much space on the drive, nor leaves traces after it’s been deleted. It’s wrapped in a kids-
friendly interface with a simple menu and full-screen mode. The background music accompanies you while you discover each
offered option. The layout language can be easily changed from the options. The games and lessons are neatly divided into
separate menus. Customize the categories with terms and phrases If you want to enter new words to the database, you can do
that from the Options menu, where several default categories are shown, like alphabet, animals, astronomy, fruit or numbers.
Every group may be filled with custom words or phrases. It’s best to start with the lessons if you’re not a good taper?? to
improve your speed, as well as test the correlation between your eyes and fingers, and the distributive attention. Catch fishes and
destroy falling comets by typing the words right The app comes with two distinct games, fish cascade, and comet zap. The
purpose of the first game is to  write the displayed terms as fast as you can until the number of eaten fishes reaches zero. Then
the next level is brought up. The second one operates on the same principles, only here, each correct letter is zapped by a laser.
You don’t have to worry about the fishes, as the penguin automatically runs after them. All in all The bottom line is that X-
TuxType is a fun and enjoyable program designed for both children and adults alike, to improve their
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System Requirements For X-TuxType:

CPU: Intel Core i3-6100 3.1GHz/AMD Phenom II X6 1100T 3.8GHz, Intel Core i3-4330 3.4GHz, AMD Phenom II X4 805
3.6GHz or better, Intel Core i5-4570 3.2GHz or better, Intel Core i7-4790 3.6GHz or better, AMD Phenom II X4 940 3.2GHz
or better OS: Windows 7 64bit/Windows 8 64bit/Windows 10 64bit Windows:
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